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ABSTRACT
Computers have become ubiquitous in our life and work, and the way that they are built and used needs to be fundamentally improved. Most of the prior effort has been aimed at improving the programming experience for people with specific technical backgrounds (e.g., programmers, end-users, data scientists). In contrast, throughout this paper, we discuss how to make programming activities more inclusive and collaborative, involving people with diverse technical backgrounds. We rethink the programming environment from both technical and social perspectives.

First, we briefly introduce our previous technical effort in which the programming environment is shared between the developers and users of programs, eliminating the distinction between programming and runtime environments and fostering communication between them. Second, we introduce our social effort to support people who are visually impaired in implementing customized smart glasses that read words with a camera and speakers. We design their programming environment to consist of a software/hardware toolkit and engineers with domain expertise called “evangelists.”

Learning from these experiences, we discuss several perspectives on convivial computing. To conclude, we argue that both technical innovations on user interfaces for programming and understanding on the socio-technical aspect of domain-specific applications are critical for the future of programming environments, and accordingly, convivial computing.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Integrated and visual development environments; Collaboration in software development; • Social and professional topics → Socio-technical systems; • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
In 2011, Marc Andreessen noted “software is eating the world [2].” Computers have become more and more ubiquitous, and there are more and more programs running around us in our life and work. As a consequence, there are expectations for developers of programs to take more responsibility than ever. Within such a context, what is a programming environment, for whom is it, and how can we improve it to address this issue? This paper starts with this simple question.

When computer scientists refer to the term “programming environment,” it usually means a computational environment in which a set of tools for developing programs is prepared for immediate use. A modern programming environment is often called an “integrated development environment” (IDE). It has not been called a “programmers’ environment,” and, therefore, nothing prevents it from being used by a wider variety of people. In a broader context, an environment is “the surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or plant lives or operates [25]” and could be designed to include non-computational artifacts, such as people who collaborate.

As we will introduce in the Background section, prior effort in the computer science-related research field has been mostly about making a programming environment more efficient for people with a specific technical background. The aim has typically been improving the overall programming experience for either programmers or end-users. As some programming activities heavily rely on domain specificity, there are recent and ongoing efforts to provide domain-specific programming experiences, for instance, for data scientists and artists. Regardless of this spectrum, from general to domain-oriented programming environments, environments are usually designed independently for people with a specific background.

On the contrary, as pointed out by Fischer, “although creative individuals are often thought of as working in isolation, the role of interaction and collaboration with other individuals is critical to creativity [9].” Through our effort, we aim at designing a programming environment in which people from diverse technical backgrounds gather and express their creativity. Such diversity is considered to be a vital source for social creativity, which was once
examined in the context of end-user development [11] to realize "convivial" tools and systems as defined by Illich [13]. As concrete examples, we introduce our previous technical effort [15, 17] and ongoing social effort to rethink the programming environment to make it both more inclusive and collaborative. First, we introduce our previous technical effort in which the programming environment is shared between the developers and users of programs, eliminating the distinction between programming (building) and runtime (using) environments and fostering communication between them. Second, we introduce our social effort to support people who are visually impaired in implementing customized smart glasses that read words with a camera and speakers. We design their programming environment to consist of a software/hardware toolkit and engineers with domain expertise called "evangelists." Learning from these experiences, we discuss several perspectives on convivial computing. To conclude, we argue that both technical innovations made on user interfaces for programming and understanding on the socio-technical aspect of domain-specific applications are critical for the future of programming environments, and accordingly, convivial computing.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Respective Support for Programmers/End-users/Novices

To address the issue of there being a shortage of program developers, there have been prior research efforts toward supporting different kinds of developers. Roughly speaking, there are three areas. First, research on programming languages, software engineering, and human-computer interaction has developed general programming languages and environments to increase the productivity of existing programmers. Research projects such as Natural Programming [24] fall into this category. Second, most research on end-user programming has developed tools for people without prior knowledge of programming to take advantage of programming through domain-specific user interfaces. Recent relevant projects include End-user Software Engineering with a focus on testing and debugging experience [4]. Third, Computer Science for All [6] and other political efforts have taken place to increase the number of developers in the future. One can observe the growth of the research community in computer science education in the continually increasing number of accepted papers and attendees to the annual SIGCSE conferences [1].

These prior efforts improve the independent programming experience and typically do not affect how software programs are developed, distributed, and used. Programming environments are designed differently from runtime environments as shown in Figure 1, and the lifecycle of the programs is divided into build time and use time. Once programmers complete the development process in their programming environment and publish the program, users can run but edit it in their runtime environment.

In contrast, our approach is to implement a shared environment between programmers and users. It supports groups comprised of different kinds of people, not limited to programmers, to increase productivity as a whole, which Fischer defined as "social creativity." The programs in such an environment are never considered as the final products but rather something unfinished that keep evolving in response to a variety of users’ needs.

2.2 Domain-specific Programming Experience

As people use programs for various purposes, there is an increasing number of domain-specific programming languages and environments. The most notable recent examples include those for data scientists, including Jupyter Notebook (formerly named the "IPython Notebook" [26]) and other literate programming platforms, and one prior work investigated their usage [22]. Also, artists write programs for artistic purposes. Live coding is an activity in which musical and graphical performances are improvised in front of an audience while showing the code editor to them [7]. Generative design is an iterative process in which artists generate a variety of design alternatives using programs, choose desirable parameters, and look for a favorable design. Example systems that support generative design include Houdini [29], TextAlive [19], and Para [14].

In contrast to conventional programming environments that put much focus on text-based user interfaces, these domain-specific programming environments need to handle more data-intensive workflows and come with more graphical user interfaces [18]. We follow the same path of improving user interfaces of programming environments but for supporting communication between programmers and non-programmers.
2.3 Live Programming

Live programming is an emerging paradigm for programming environments that enables interactive edits of programs without losing the context. Since it allows for fluid mode switch between the building and use of programs, it can be a technical platform for distributing applications on which the user can seamlessly become a developer. TouchDevelop [3] was one such example that allows the user to pause any running program, navigate to relevant pieces of code, and edit them. Scratch on the Web provides a similar experience to “remixing” existing programs [12]. Codestrates [27] is a web-based literate programming environment with support for real-time collaboration, enabling live programming of web applications.

Live programming environments have the potential to eliminate the gap between the user and developer technically. However, they still require the user to have the same level of expertise in programming as the original program developer. Therefore, the user still needs to spend time on learning programming to benefit from such an underlying technical platform. We will introduce relevant interaction design to expand the benefits of live programming to non-programmers.

3 RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT AS PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT

A runtime environment, in general, refers to an environment in which users run built programs, and it is different from a programming environment. A runtime environment cannot be used to modify program specifications, and the users need to ask for the developers’ help. The programming environment is not for the users, and the developers need to leave it to collect feedback from the users.

These days, social coding platforms and bug reporting services support communication and fill the gap between the two environments. However, since users are running optimized programs without much information for debugging, reported issues often lack context information, and to provide context information, the users need to follow a tedious process.

To address the issue, we considered providing a full-fledged programming environment to users with dedicated user interfaces for them, as shown in Figure 2. The following subsections introduce its use for collaboration and communication. A web-based programming environment for building Internet of Things devices with a piece of JavaScript code, named “f3.js [16],” is used as an example that implements the proposed interaction design.

3.1 Live Tuning

Live programming environments usually show an ordinary text-based code editor to the programmer, requiring the user to have prior knowledge of programming to a certain extent. Meanwhile, our prior study [21] suggests that augmenting the code editor with graphical representations would even help end-users to comprehend and edit program behaviors.

Live Tuning [15] is an interaction design for live programming environments that hides the code editor but shows sliders and other appropriate graphical user interfaces for editing part of the running programs. While the code editor exposes everything about the program specifications, graphical user interfaces limit the freedom of editing a program to a certain extent to prevent the user from breaking the core specifications. Live Tuning implements a multi-layer interface design [28], one of which is a base layer for the developer, and the other is built for the user. It is also an application of the meta-design framework [10], in which a meta-designer (developer) defines degrees of freedom for the user with which the user can customize the software to fit their needs.

3.2 User-Generated Variables

In Live Tuning, the developer and user of programs use the same programming environment to run the programs. They can manipulate graphical user interfaces to edit variable values to customize programs. The customized programs are indeed the results of collaboration between the developer and user. However, this is unidirectional in that the developer defines everything, and there is no support for the user to provide feedback.

User-Generated Variables [17] is an interaction design built on top of Live Tuning. It further allows users of programs to declare new variables and add mock user interfaces bound to the variables. When a new variable is declared, the programming environment notifies the program developer via social networking services such as Twitter. Then, the developer can edit the code to remove the mock user interfaces or to make it work by implementing a logic that binds the variable values to the behavior of the program.
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4 EVANGELIST AS PART OF PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT

One benefit of an environment design that consists of computational artifacts resides in its scalability. Once the design is fixed, a programming language, a library, a toolkit, or a programming environment can be distributed through the Internet and can be used by anyone in theory. However, there has always been some-one who has an urgent need for the provided functionality, but the functionality is not accessible.

One notable example is the use of computers by people with impairments. In particular, hardware devices for these people to deal with their impairments face various requirements, and existing products often fall short of meeting the needs of individuals and their particular symptoms. While they need personalized devices, they often cannot customize devices by themselves. As demonstrated in the previous section, f3.js [16] is a programming environment that can be used by both a programmer and non-programmer. However, it is primarily designed for those without any impairments.

In this section, we report the development process of a toolkit named "OTON GLASS" for building smart glasses that help a visually impaired person to read words. Throughout the development, we have been implementing a programming environment centered on a visually impaired person, or a "maker," who wants to build customized smart glasses, as shown in Figure 3. The toolkit part consists of a set of hardware blueprints that can be 3D printed and software components that can be freely customized. Meanwhile, we have formalized the environment to contain not only such computational artifacts but also a person who can help them to achieve this goal, whom we call an "evangelist." As case studies, we asked three teams of toolkit evangelists and users to develop their glasses with unique shapes and features.

4.1 OTON GLASS

"Oton" is a Japanese informal term for "father." OTON GLASS was initially developed as a personal device in the form of glasses to help the father of one of the authors who began suffering from a macular disease in 2012. Then, we got to know people who had similar issues, and tens of copies of the device became available for a limited number of testers. Later, we noticed that visually impaired people had a variety of symptoms, and more importantly, they had their own style of wearing glasses.

OTON GLASS is composed of 3D printed enclosures, glasses, a camera module, a Raspberry Pi module, a custom PCB module, a battery module, an LTE module, and a speaker module. Since the components are off-the-shelf, it looks straight-forward enough for each person to customize their own device. However, on the one hand, it was not realistic for us (a small team of people) to respond to all of the customization requests, and, on the other hand, it was also not feasible for people who are visually impaired to customize and build the device by themselves, even with the help of an ordinary toolkit or a programming environment such as f3.js [16].
As a consequence, we decided to design a toolkit that is used by people with two distinct roles. One role, called “maker,” is to design, build, and use the customized device. The other role, called “evangelist,” is to understand how to use the toolkit and help to build the customized device with the toolkit. The evangelist serves as a sort of catalyst to make the design process happen with the help of the toolkit. We call this pair of toolkit and evangelist “a programming environment” for the maker.

### 4.2 Case Studies

To investigate the effectiveness of the programming environment design, we asked three teams of makers and toolkit evangelists to develop their glasses (Table 1). The development period was from July to August 2019, and photos of the outcome from these case studies are shown in Figure 5. The makers had diverse backgrounds, and those with visual impairments are marked as (VI). Snowball sampling was used to invite all of the makers.

The evangelists were those who had gotten involved in the development of the OTON GLASS by the time when the case studies started. Each of them had different types of expertise – one engineer was capable of both software and hardware design (referred to as SH), another was capable of hardware design (referred to as H), and the other was capable of software design (referred to as S). For each team, all of these evangelists could have been potentially available. Those who contributed to the outcome are credited in the table.

**Table 1: Three teams and their outcome using toolkit.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maker(s)</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Evangelist(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architect (VI) &amp; interaction designer</td>
<td>OTON GLASS in a detachable pen form</td>
<td>SH, H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paralympian (VI) &amp; his helper</td>
<td>Real-time communication feature</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two software engineers (both VI)</td>
<td>API wrapper and its three applications</td>
<td>SH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a brainstorming session to think of how to personalize the OTON GLASS for himself.

In the end, the architect came up with the idea of customizing the appearance of the OTON GLASS. He uses a pen for his professional work all the time and feels a bit lost when he does not have the pen. Therefore, what if he could transform the OTON GLASS to have a pen form? In its original 3D model, the camera module was always attached to the temple of the glasses. Since the architect and the interaction engineer did not have much expertise in hardware modeling, the evangelists (SH and H) helped them to create a 3D model into which the camera module is built.

As a result, the architect could hold the OTON GLASS camera in his hand. Since the pen was a particularly personal object for the architect, he could have a more embodied feeling with the OTON GLASS device. For instance, when he was not holding it, he could put it behind his ear, which was a familiar action to him.

He also appreciated that the read-aloud feature of the OTON GLASS got more accessible and thus practical. Using this feature used to require finding targets carefully, but the pen form enabled quick zapping among potential targets. Through such experience, he started to feel that his body was augmented and extended and commented that he wanted to use the device longer.

**4.2.1 Case of Architect (VI) & Interaction Designer.** One architect had a progressive disease that gradually made it difficult to see things. When he found something to read, he needed to use a smartphone to take a picture of it and perform a pinch gesture to magnify the content. For instance, there are various kinds of remote controllers, and since they have unique button layouts, the camera roll of his smartphone contained many pictures of the user interfaces of the remotes. The architect teamed up with an interaction engineer, met the evangelists (including SH and H), and had

**4.2.2 Case of Paralympian (VI) & His Helper.** A visually impaired Paralympian and a professional supporter who accompanied the
Paralympian on exhibition matches teamed up in the second case study. When the Paralympian goes to an exhibition match, it is often the case that the number of accompanied professional supporters is smaller than the number of Paralympians, so there arises the need for remote supporters.

While the original OTON GLASS could already help the Paralympians, the features were limited to recognizing and reading textual information. Examples of further difficulties faced by the Paralympians included, but were not limited to, 1) choosing a favorable food option from a restaurant menu, 2) finding their record from the official score table, 3) getting directions to their hotel room with the right room number, and 4) choosing the uniform clothes that were in the right color.

The concept-making of complementing the OTON GLASS features with remote supporters went in a straight-forward manner, and for the actual implementation, evangelist S contributed enormously toward the working prototype. In the end, a voice chat feature using the Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) was added to OTON GLASS and could be used practically by the team members.

Unlike ordinary teleconference applications such as Skype, utilizing a camera attached to glasses means directly sharing what one sees. This worked quite well for the team and would also work in a community of people with a stable trust relationship.

4.2.3 Case of Software Engineers (VI). The third case study was a team of two software engineers. One engineer was blind, and the other had a slight issue with his eyesight. The blind engineer had developed software by touch-typing a keyboard with auditory feedback but had difficulty, especially when he needed to build up mathematically complex algorithms. During the development, the other engineer helped him on such occasions. Evangelist SH helped these two engineers to modify the OTON GLASS software.

The blind engineer had his own view on programming and desired a personalized application programming interface (API) of the OTON GLASS software for himself. As such, the team first developed an API wrapper around the existing OTON GLASS feature as well as the other features provided by the Raspberry Pi device. With the help of the evangelist, the team transformed the OTON GLASS toolkit into another toolkit with its own distinct API.

To demonstrate its usage, they prototyped three applications. The first application intercepts the OTON GLASS feature of recognizing text and allows the user to navigate to a specific location in the text with the buttons of the OTON GLASS hardware to skip or rewind content being read aloud. The second application also intercepts this feature and allows photos to be shared with his friends instead of sending them to the OCR API. The third application completely removes the OTON GLASS features and utilizes the buttons to control music playback.

4.3 Social Efforts toward a Convivial Environment

The case studies demonstrated the power of the combination of evangelists and makers. Each case was successful and unique to the maker in each team, who had different symptoms and lived their life differently. The makers could not implement a wide range of applications without the help of the evangelists. Technology-oriented toolkits that do not require support from a community of people would scale better, but to solve socio-technical issues in the wild, connecting people with appropriate knowledge would be beneficial, recalling the discussion on social creativity [9].

Also, the fact that three teams in the case studies could work in parallel in the same development period implies that the toolkit-evangelist-maker model would scale better than the conventional developer-maker (tailor-made) model. If there were no toolkit, each team would have needed to create the product from the ground up, which would not have been feasible. We would love to see more toolkits developed with this balanced approach.

5 DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Rethink Programming “Environment”

There has been increasing interest in improving programming environments among multiple research fields. Researchers in the programming language field are thinking of programming experience design beyond language design, and relevant workshops such as PX (Programming Experience Workshop) and LIVE (Workshop on Live Programming Systems) were born as a result. A programming environment provides a programming experience, and this same phenomenon has been observed from different perspectives. It has become common for researchers in the human-computer interaction field to design integrated development environments and their plug-ins, going beyond designing a single toolkit or user interface for programming. An environment is a set of multiple tools designed for a particular workflow of application development.

Following this interdisciplinary literature, we aimed at providing new perspectives on programming environment design by considering the communicative and collaborative aspects of environments. To do so, we introduced two concrete examples of programming environment design. First, we designed a programming environment that is not monolithic nor only for those with expertise in programming but contains flexible multi-layered user interfaces. The environment provides appropriate user interfaces and helps them communicate with people from diverse technical backgrounds. Second, we designed a programming environment that consists of not only computational artifacts but also people who support programming. Throughout these examples, we showed that a programming environment designer could design how a community of people communicate and collaborate within the environment. This is no longer a purely technical effort and involves social effort. Future work could elaborate on the toolkit-evangelist-maker model and investigate social programming-environment design that further accelerates social creativity.

5.2 Scalability and Social Inclusion

Technical efforts to improve programming environments are scalable in that the implemented features work automatically. At the same time, however, there could be someone who is out of the scope and needs dedicated help to use a feature. Social efforts could complement technical efforts and address such limitations. For instance, f3.js [16] is a web-based programming environment and can run on any modern web browsers. It allows the user to output customized microcontroller firmware and a PDF file to print...
with a laser cutter. However, visually impaired people might have difficulties in assembling the physical computing device. OTON GLASS addresses this by introducing an evangelist of the toolkit.

We need to be mindful that the scalability provided by the technical implementations is not the goal by itself. We consider the scalability to be beneficial since it contributes to making programming environments more inclusive. Nonetheless, we should not stop our technical efforts since we could sometimes replace social efforts with novel techniques. For instance, we might be able to realize computational support for visually impaired people to aid them in building a physical device by themselves, potentially eliminating the need for them to gain help from an evangelist.

We designed both of the two example programming environments with domain-specific insights gained from our expertise and dialogues with users. In particular, f3.js was designed in the context of physical computing literature, and OTON GLASS was designed in the context of DIY-AT (do-it-yourself assistive technology) literature. They pragmatically provided state-of-the-art solutions to real issues that the users were facing. Environment design needs to carefully consider domain specificity to seek the right balance between scalability and social inclusion.

5.3 Programming as Communication

The example programming environments open up new pathways for users with diverse technical backgrounds to communicate with each other through programming-related activities. We envision that programming should be a more social activity than what it is right now. While existing efforts to make the software development process social are often called "social coding," it is mostly about developing software with the help of an optional social activity and not the opposite (developing software naturally being a social activity).

In a section titled "Design as Communication" in a book written in 1995, Thomas Erickson wrote, "It is useful to think about design as a process of communication among various audiences. Central to this discussion is the notion of design artifacts, material or informational objects that are constructed during the design process." We should consider what programming environments can do when we replace "design" with "programming" and "design artifacts" with "programs" in the quote and how the process can involve "various audiences."

One notable relevant work would be Picode [21], a programming environment that integrates the activity of taking photos into the programming workflow. Within the environment, a photo is a reference to a constant value of an integer array representing the posture data of a human or a robot. Taking a photo defines a new constant value and is part of the programming activity. In workshop events utilizing the Picode environment, the photo-taking activity was often an opportunity for the participants to communicate and discuss how the program should behave.

"Programming as Communication" like this example is yet much under-explored, and there seem to be many opportunities for future work. For instance, just as the static value stored in a variable was used as a communication medium [15, 17], future work could investigate the use of function as a communication medium. A user without prior knowledge of programming could demonstrate the desired behavior to the programming environment, which would generate a mock function definition, and another user would be notified and could implement the actual function body. This is similar to programming by demonstration, except for the subject inferring the function definition being a human user instead of a system observing the demonstration.

5.4 Empowerment through Programming

Technologies for personal fabrication have enabled the fabrication of personalized products, and such applications that help people with impairments are called "DIY-AT" (do-it-yourself assistive technology). However, it is still difficult for people with an impairment to become "makers" by themselves, and in many cases, their parents, friends, and care-givers utilize DIY-AT technologies. To this end, one prior work in which a personal fabrication workshop was held for people with disabilities revealed that they could experience the feeling of empowerment through a do-it-yourself activity in which physical objects were built with the help of workshop facilitators [23].

The prior DIY-AT research has primarily focused on building passive physical objects, and our work has focused on building interactive computational artifacts. The state-of-the-art in both kinds of literature aims at allowing diverse people to get involved in the building process, and future work should investigate the characteristics of empowerment achieved through the involvement. In particular, we are interested in the spectrum of empowerment provided by different levels of involvement in the activities of programming. Conventionally, a limited number of people completed programming by themselves, and our work revealed that there are more ways to get involved in the process, such as tuning parameters, declaring variables, and doing so with the help of evangelists. We should probably also look into the research of the open-source community and connect these pieces of literature.

5.5 Remote and Local Collaborations in Programming

A prior discussion on social creativity [9] pointed out that the distance across the spatial dimension is one of the critical factors for collaborative creative output. Remote collaboration is often criticized for being less productive than local collaboration. However, it is said to highlight shared concerns rather than shared locations. Since it allows more people to join the collaborative process, their local knowledge can be more easily exploited, potentially resulting in more creative output. To follow this insight, we implemented f3.js [16] as a web-based programming environment. Communication and collaboration in the environment happen completely remotely, just as they happen successfully in open-source communities.

In contrast, in the OTON GLASS project, the locality of people played an essential role. Because of the physical nature of the development of smart glasses, and probably also because of the visual impairment of the people involved, efficient development could happen only where the people were physically present. The term "community-based prototyping" was coined by those in the Open-Pool project [20] through their collaborative experience of developing a digitally-augmented billiard table. They also pointed out
that the development of physical devices often requires the participants to be there, forcing them to meet face-to-face and encourage new audiences to participate in the process.

The locality of products and data was discussed in the FabCity white paper [5]: “It (FabCity) is a new urban model of transforming and shaping cities that shifts how they source and use materials from 'Products In Trash Out' (PITO) to 'Data In Data Out' (DIDO).” Our findings from the OTON GLASS project are two-fold. First, a small number of people (such as those who are visually impaired) cannot always be supported sufficiently by the DIDO model. Second, evangelists who have specific know-how that is difficult to be transferred as digital data could potentially address technical issues. We foresee that people will serve as the carrier of complex information, and “People In People Out” (PIPO) could augment the DIDO model. It is also possible that technological advancements in virtual reality, augmented reality, and robotics will make remote collaboration more efficient, making such a PIPO process completely virtual.

6 CONCLUSION

Throughout this paper, we aimed at extending the design process of a programming environment to consider its communicative and collaborative roles. We introduced two concrete examples of programming environment design, with a focus on technical innovation and social inclusion, respectively. While technical innovations made on user interfaces for programming make the programming environment scalable and invite more people, understanding the socio-technical aspect of domain-specific applications and the accompanying pragmatic social effort is essential to making the environment inclusive. We argue that more work on programming environment design with the right balance between these two perspectives is vital for the future of convivial computing.
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